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Too often there are serious missed signals between a company’s stated goals and the methods employed to try to reach them. Translating Strategy into Shareholder Value is a unique look at how the planning process relates to the achievement of shareholder value, and ways to ensure that the two directly complement each other. Using tools and a special case study to analyze past, present, and future performance, the book takes readers through a host of steps, including:

	Comparing existing strategy to the competition and the economy as a whole
	Analyzing productive capabilities and costs
	Bringing nonfinancial metrics to test how future strategy creates value
	Selecting the right analytical tool and looking at strategic solutions


If corporations are to truly maximize their success, managers need to understand how to translate corporate strategy to the bottom line—and that means seeing the big picture.

 About the Author 

Raymond J. Trotta is a management consultant and academic. He is a cofounder of iValue, a consulting firm focused on the valuation of information technology.
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Node CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	The principles of asynchronous event-driven programming are perfect for today's Web, where efficient real-time applications and scalability are at the forefront. Server-side JavaScript has been here since the nineties, but Node got it right. With a thriving community and interest from the Internet giants, it could be the PHP of tomorrow....
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Scientifically Speaking: A Dictionary of Quotations, Second EditionTaylor & Francis, 2000
In 1995 I needed a book of statistical quotations. When I went to the library I found that there wasn’t such a book and so decided to compile my own. That book of statistical quotations has now grown into a series of six science quotation books. Scientifically Speaking: A Dictionary of Quotations, the sixth book of the series, is the largest...
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Kant's 'Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals': A Critical Guide (Cambridge Critical Guides)Cambridge University Press, 2010

	Its 77 Academy pages make the Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals a short book, certainly by Kantian standards. Readers of the Critique of Pure Reason or the Metaphysics of Morals can easily get the impression – true or not – that they are looking at a ‘patchwork’ of previously existing material. The Groundwork is...
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How to Study for Success (Wiley Keys to Success)Jossey-Bass, 2004
Develop powerful study skills that will last a lifetime!
When you have strong study habits, you learn more in class, get more out of your homework, and, best of all, have a much easier time completing any type of assignment. How to Study for Success lets you build those habits and master essential study skills that will help you become a better...
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Wiley CPAexcel Exam Review 2015 Study Guide (January): Financial Accounting and Reporting (Wiley Cpa Exam Review)John Wiley & Sons, 2014

	The world's most effective CPA exam prep system – Financial Accounting and Reporting module


	Wiley CPAexcel Exam Review is the world's most trusted study guide for the Certified Public Accountant's exam – complete, comprehensive, and updated to align with the latest exam content. With 2,800...
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Data Warehousing and Knowledge Discovery: 10th International Conference, DaWak 2008 Turin, Italy, September 1-5, 2008, ProceedingsSpringer, 2008
Data Warehousing and Knowledge Discovery have been widely accepted as key technologies for enterprises and organizations as a means of improving their abilities in data analysis, decision support, and the automatic extraction of knowledge from data. With the exponentially growing amount of information to be included in the decision making process,...
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